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Abstract

The author describes the savage inequalities existing in public education in contemporary America. He calls for greater involvement of metropolitan universities in providing a more inclusive preparation for teachers, and helping to redefine their role as children’s advocates.
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Public policy schools are typically university programs which teach students policy analysis, policy studies, public policy, political economy, urban planning, public administration, public affairs, and public management. Public policy schools typically train students in two streams. The more practical stream treats the master’s degree as a terminal degree, which trains students to work as policy analysts in governments, think tanks and consulting firms. A more theoretical stream aims to train Public Policy university undergraduate and graduate programs, courses and degrees available in the United Kingdom organized by country (England, Northern Island, Scotland and Wales) and university. MA Public Policy and Management Leeds Metropolitan University - Faculty of Business & Law Graduate Program. MSc - Public Policy and Health Durham University - Faculty of Social Sciences and Health Graduate Program. MSc in global health and public policy University of Edinburgh - School of Health in Social Science Graduate Program. MSc in health inequalities and public policy University of Edinburgh - School of Health in Social Science Graduate Program.